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a b s t r a c t
Picornavirus genomes contain internal ribosomal entry sites (IRESs) that promote end-independent
translation initiation. Five structural classes of picornavirus IRES have been identiﬁed, but numerous
IRESs remain unclassiﬁed. Here, previously unrecognized Type IV IRESs were identiﬁed in members of
three proposed picornavirus genera (Limnipivirus, Pasivirus, Raﬁvirus) and four recognized genera
(Kobuvirus, Megrivirus, Sapelovirus, Parechovirus). These IRESs are 230–420 nucleotides long, reﬂecting
heterogeneity outside a common structural core. Closer analysis yielded insights into evolutionary
processes that have shaped contemporary IRESs. The presence of related IRESs in diverse genera
supports the hypothesis that they are heritable genetic elements that spread by horizontal gene transfer.
Recombination likely also accounts for the exchange of some peripheral subdomains, suggesting that
IRES evolution involves incremental addition of elements to a pre-existing core. Nucleotide conservation
is concentrated in ribosome-binding sites, and at the junction of helical domains, likely to ensure
orientation of subdomains in an active conformation.
& 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The Picornaviridae currently consist of 46 species grouped into
26 genera (International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses;
http://www.ictvonline.org/), but this number is increasing rapidly
with the discovery of new viruses, and at least 10 additional
genera have been proposed. Picornaviruses have single-stranded,
positive-sense RNA genomes and almost all contain a single large
open reading frame (ORF) that is divided into three regions:
P1 (encoding the capsid proteins) and P2 and P3 (encoding
proteins involved in genome replication). The 50-untranslated
region (50-UTR) contains elements that function in the initiation
of translation by internal ribosomal entry and in positive-sense
RNA synthesis. Although the order of conserved genes in picorna-
virus genomes is invariant, there are regions of signiﬁcant diver-
sity. Members of a few genera encode a leader (L) protein before
P1, various proteins are encoded at the 2A locus in the N-terminal
region of P2 (Hughes and Stanway, 2000; Johansson et al., 2002;
Honkavuori et al., 2011), and the viral genome-lined protein 3B
may be present in one to six copies (Wang et al., 2014). The
untranslated regions ﬂanking the ORF contain structural elements
with deﬁned functions, and also exhibit considerable variability.
Internal ribosomal entry sites (IRESs) are large, structured RNAs
that promote ribosomal entry via non-canonical interactions with
components of the translation apparatus, including eukaryotic initia-
tion factors (eIFs) and the ribosomal 40S subunit. Picornavirus
IRESs are classiﬁed into a few distinct types, each with a common
structural core that is maintained by sequence co-variation. Each
class of IRES has distinctive factor requirements (Pestova et al., 1996;
Lomakin et al., 2000; Pisarev et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2011 Sweeney
et al., 2012, 2014). The IRESs in the 50UTRs of poliovirus (genus
Enterovirus) and encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV; genus Cardio-
virus) epitomize Type I and Type II IRESs, respectively. The sole Type
III IRES occurs in Hepatitis A virus (genus Hepatovirus) (Brown et al.,
1994); Type V IRESs were recently identiﬁed in members of the
genera Kobuvirus, Salivirus, and Oscivirus (Yu et al., 2011; Sweeney
et al., 2012). Type IV IRESs were discovered in Hepatitis C virus (HCV)
and Classical swine fever virus (CSFV), members of the genera
Hepacivirus and Pestivirus of Flaviviridae, but have subsequently also
been identiﬁed in several picornavirus genera, including Aquama-
virus, Avihepatovirus, Kobuvirus, Megrivirus, Sapelovirus, Senecavirus,
Teschovirus, and Tremovirus (Pisarev et al., 2004; Chard et al., 2006a;
Hellen and de Breyne, 2007; Kapoor et al., 2008; Reuter et al., 2009;
Honkavuori et al., 2011), in the proposed genera Aalivirus (Wang
et al., 2014), Anativirus (duck picornavirus TW90A; Hellen and de
Breyne, 2007; Tseng and Tsai, 2007), Colbovirus (pigeon picornavirus
A (PiPV-A) and PiPV-B; Kofstad and Jonassen, 2011), Kunsagivirus
(Boros et al., 2013), Phacovirus (quail picornavirus 1 (QPV-1);
Pankovics et al., 2012) and Sakobuvirus (Ng et al., 2014), and in other
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species, including Bat picornavirus 1 (BPV-1), BPV-2 (Lau et al., 2011)
and feline picornavirus 1 (FePV-1) (Lau et al., 2012), that have been
provisionally assigned to the genus Sapelovirus.
The structural core of Type IV HCV and CSFV IRESs comprises
domain II (which is a 60–75-nt long, ﬂexible hairpin) and
domain III (which consists of branched hairpins IIIa–IIIf and a
pseudoknot (PK) that incorporates domain IIIf) (Fig. 1). Pestivirus
IRESes contain an additional domain (IIId2) between domains IIId1
and IIIe; the HCV IRES contains a weak additional domain (IV) that
harbors the initiation codon (Honda et al., 1996). The picornavirus
Type IV IRESs identiﬁed to date all contain the PK–IIId–IIIe core,
including an apical GGG motif in domain IIId and a GA[U/C]A
tetraloop in domain IIIe, but apical elements of domain III may be
truncated or even absent. Domain II contains an internal loop near
its base that enables it to switch between bent and extended
conformations, and a ‘loop E’ motif (Lukavsky et al., 2003; Hellen
and de Breyne, 2007; Boerneke et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2014). Very few picornavirus Type IV IRESs contain an
equivalent of domain IV (Hellen and de Breyne, 2007).
Biochemical studies have established that Type IV IRESs from
members of the Flaviviviridae and Picornaviridae use the same
mechanism for initiation. The IRES binds to the ribosomal 40S
subunit independently of eIFs via sites (Fig. 1) that include the
GGG motif in domain IIId, domain IIIe, and elements of the
pseudoknot (Pestova et al., 1998; Pestova and Hellen, 1999;
Kolupaeva et al., 2000a, 2000b; Kieft et al., 2001; Pisarev et al.,
2004; deBreyne et al., 2008; Hellen, 2009; Berry et al., 2010, 2011;
Hashem et al., 2013). The apical region of domain III binds eIF3
(Sizova et al., 1998; Hashem et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013) (Fig. 1),
displacing it from its site on the 40S subunit (Hashem et al., 2013),
and initiator tRNA is recruited to the peptidyl (P) site of the IRES-
bound 40S subunit by eIF2 (Pestova et al., 1998). This mechanism
therefore functions without a requirement for the cap-binding
complex eIF4F. Domain II induces conformational changes in the
40S subunit, stabilizes binding of mRNA in the ribosomal mRNA-
binding cleft, enhances eIF5-mediated hydrolysis of eIF2-bound
GTP and promotes joining of a 60S subunit to form an elongation-
competent 80S ribosome (Locker et al., 2007; Pestova et al., 2008;
Filbin et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2014). These functions of
domain II are thought to be related to its ability to switch between
bent and extended conformations, possibly in response to inter-
actions with the ribosome (Boerneke et al., 2014). The dependence
on domain II differs in different IRESs, and for example, enhances
but is not essential for initiation on the CSFV IRES (Kolupaeva et al.,
2000a; Fletcher and Jackson, 2002; Friis et al., 2012; Pestova et al.,
1998).
The presence of related IRESs in unrelated viruses and adjacent to
unrelated coding sequences suggests that they have been ‘captured’
following recombination-mediated lateral gene transfer. A growing
number of inter-species and intra-species recombination events
involving picornavirus 50UTRs has been reported, for example leading
to exchange of Type 1 IRESs between members of the genus
Enterovirus and of Type 2 IRESs between members of the genus
Parechovirus (e.g. Zoll et al., 2009; Benschop et al., 2010; McIntyre
et al., 2010; Yozwiak et al., 2010). Recombination has also been
proposed to account for the juxtaposition of Type V IRESs against
unrelated nucleotide sequences in various members of the genera
Kobuvirus, Salivirus, and Oscivirus (Sweeney et al., 2012). Further
detailed analysis of picornavirus IRESs would likely yield additional
insights into processes that have shaped their current structures.
The nature of the IRESs in the 50UTRs of numerous recently
identiﬁed picornaviruses representing novel proposed genera has
not yet been characterized, and models of several candidate Type
IV IRESs are incomplete. We therefore analyzed these sequences,
identifying Type IV IRESs in novel members of the genera
Kobuvirus, Parechovirus and Sapelovirus, and of the proposed
genera Limnipivirus, Pasivirus, Raﬁvirus and Megrivirus. The unex-
pectedly wide distribution of Type IV IRESs in the Picornaviridae
and their structural diversity provide insights into the evolution of
this important class of noncoding RNA.
Results
Type IV IRESs in the proposed genus Limnipivirus
The structures of the IRESs of Bluegill picornavirus (BGPV-1)
(Barbknecht et al., 2014), Carp picornavirus 1 (CPV-1) (Lange et al.,
2014) and Fathead minnow picornavirus (FHMPV) (Phelps et al.,
2014), three species in the proposed genus Limnipivirus, are not
known. BLAST searches identiﬁed 47–102 nt-long elements with 64–
74% identity to the FHMPV 50UTR in the 50UTRs of porcine sapelovirus
1, bat picornavirus 2 (BPV-2), Feline sakobuvirus A (SakV-A1) and Ia io
picornavirus 1 (IiPV-1). These 50UTRs contain Type IV IRES structures
(Hellen and de Breyne, 2007; Lau et al., 2011, 2012; Ng et al., 2014),
and the sequence homology with them maps to domain IIIe and
ﬂanking regions. A shorter (11–14 nt-long) segment of the FHMPV
50UTR matched precisely to domain IIIe in the Type IV IRESs of avian
encephalomyelitis virus (AEV), duck hepatitis A virus 1 (DHAV-1) and
Pigeon picornavirus B (PiPV-B) (Hellen and de Breyne, 2007;
Kofstad and Jonassen, 2011) and to segments of the 50UTRs of
Fig. 1. Model of the Type IV IRES of Hepatitis C virus. The model shows the IRES of
HCV genotype 1 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_004102.1). Nucleotides are num-
bered at 20 nt intervals. The nomenclature of domains is as in Hellen and de Breyne
(2007), and the initiation codon for the viral polyprotein (AUG342) is boxed and
labeled. The ‘loop E’ motif in domain II (Lukavsky et al., 2003) is labeled, and it and
sequence motifs in domain III that are conserved in some or all other Type IV IRESs
(such as the apical loop in domain IIIa, the conserved apical loops of domains IIId
and IIIe and the unpaired purine residue in helix III1) are indicated by gray shading.
HCV domain IIId also contains a ‘loop E’ motif (indicated by gray shading), but an
equivalent structure does not occur at this position in other Type IV IRESs. The
model has been annotated to show interactions of domain III of Type IV IRESs with
eIF3 (green arrows) (Sizova et al., 1998; Kieft et al., 2001; Hashem et al., 2013; Sun
et al., 2013) and with 18S rRNA ES7 and ribosomal protein S1e, S26e, S27e and s28e
components of the 40S ribosomal subunit (red arrows) (Boehringer et al., 2005;
Hashem et al., 2013; Matsuda and Mauro, 2014). The tertiary base-pairing
interaction between the unpaired purine residue in helix III1 and loop IIIe is
indicated by a blue line.
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California sea lion sapelovirus 1 (Csl SapV-1), Ferret parechovirus
(FPV) and Pasivirus 1 (PaV-A1).
These observations suggest that the FHMPV 50UTR contains a
Type IV IRES. We therefore derived models of the 30-terminal
regions of FHMPV, BGPV-1 and CPV-1 50UTRs using the same or
similar methods to those used to model Type V and other Type IV
IRESs (Hellen and de Breyne, 2007; Yu et al., 2011; Sweeney et al.,
2012). The predicted structure of this part of the FHMPV 50UTR
resembled Type IV IRESs (Fig. 2A) in containing a basal pseudo-
knot, domains IIId and IIIe and their conserved apical loops.
Domain II is similar in size to HCV domain II but has an unrelated
sequence. Sequence variation in the available FHMPV sequences is
structurally neutral (Fig. 2A). The BGPV-1 and CPV-1 50UTRs
contain Type IV IRESs that are structurally similar to the FHMPV
IRES (Fig. 2B and C): domain II in each is distinct, but they both have a
‘PK–IIId–IIIe’ core, and a similarly truncated apex of domain III.
Members of Limnipivirus thus have Type IV IRESs that are severely
truncated relative to e.g. HCV (with domain III in CPV-1 (156 nt) being
amongst the smallest identiﬁed to date), but nevertheless contain the
key determinants of ribosome binding. These IRESs all have the
potential to form weak domain IV-like hairpins (ΔG¼1.5 to
2.0 kcal/mol) that sequester the initiation codon.
Related Type IV IRESs in members of the Parechovirus and proposed
Pasivirus genera
The presence of sequences identical to domain IIIe in picorna-
virus 50UTRs that have not been characterized structurally, such as
Fig. 2. Type IV IRESs in members of the proposed genus Limnipivirus. Models of the structures of the IRESs of fathead minnow picornavirus (FHMPV) strain 09/283 (A), carp
picornavirus 1 (CPV-1) (B) and bluegill picornavirus 1 (BGPV-1) (C). The initiation codons for the viral polyproteins are bold and underlined. The nomenclature of domains is as in
Hellen and de Breyne (2007). Nucleotides are numbered at 20-nt intervals. Nucleotide differences between FHMPV strains 09/283 and isolate 20, FHMPV-1 and FHMPV-2 are as
indicated in the inset key, and are classiﬁed as neutral if they occur at unpaired positions or do not disrupt structure, and as compensatory if substitutions of paired nucleotides lead
to formation of a different base-pair. Sequence motifs in domain III of FHMPV, CPV-1 and BGPV-1 IRESs that are conserved in other Type IV IRESs are indicated by gray shading.
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that of pasivirus A (PaV-A1) of the proposed genus Pasivirus
(Sauvage et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013) suggested that they might
also contain Type IV IRESs. Modeling of the PaV-A1 50-UTR
identiﬁed a Type IV IRES, and its predicted structure was strongly
supported by the pattern of sequence variation within it (Fig. 3A).
Domain II is similar in size to HCV domain II but lacks a ‘loop E’
motif; domain III resembles the HCV equivalent, and like it
contains conventional IIIa, IIIb and IIIc domains that form a four-
way junction with helix III2, as well as a pseudoknot, domain IIId
and domain IIIe. Domain IIIa has an apical ‘AGUA’ loop like that in
the HCV IRES, domain IIId has the universal apical GGG motif and
domain IIIe has an apical GAUA tetraloop. Domain IV sequesters
the initiation codon, as in the HCV IRES.
The entire PaV-A1 IRES is homologous to elements of similar size in
the 50UTRs of Ferret parechovirus (FPV) (59% identity) and Manhattan
parechovirus (MPeV) (57% identity). The FPV andMPeV 50UTRs contain
IRESs that are closely related to that of PaV-A1, except that they have
‘E loop’ motifs in domain II, an additional hairpin (domain IIId2), a
longer and imperfectly base-paired Stem 1 in the pseudoknot, and in
FPV, an extended loop between helices in the pseudoknot (Fig. 3A–C).
Neither IRES forms a stable domain IV. Elements analogous to domain
IIId2 occur in the Type IV IRESs of pestiviruses (e.g. CSFV) and Seneca
valley virus (a picornavirus in the genus Senecavirus) (Hellen and de
Breyne, 2007). The sequence adjacent to FPV, MPeV and PaV-A1 IRESs
encodes the VP0 capsid protein (Sauvage et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013,
Smits et al., 2013; Firth et al., 2014), but sequence identity between
these moieties is low (30%), consistent with assignment of these
viruses to different genera, whereas FPV VP0 is more similar (43%
identity) to that of Ljungan virus 1 of the genus Parechovirus (Fig. 3D).
The presence of unrelated IRESs (Type IV IRESs in FPV, MPeV1 and
PaV-A1, and a Type II IRES in e.g. Ljungan virus and other parecho-
viruses; Nateri et al., 2000) adjacent to related VP0 sequences suggest
that these Type IV IRESs may have been acquired by recombination.
The N-terminal truncation of FPV, MPeV and PaV-A1 VP0 relative to
VP0 from Ljungan virus (Fig. 3E) suggests that a recombination
breakpoint may be located in this region of the genome.
Type IV Pasivirus and Parechovirus IRESs are thus related, and
diverge principally in peripheral regions such as domain II, by the
presence or absence of domain IIId2, and by whether or not they
form domain IV.
A Type IV IRES in tortoise raﬁvirus A1 (TRaV-1) in the proposed genus
Raﬁvirus
A fragment of the tortoise raﬁvirus A1 (TRaV-1) 50UTR is very
similar to segments of Type IV IRESs from avian picornaviruses
Fig. 3. Related IRESs in Pasivirus A1, Ferret parechovirus and Manhattan parechovirus 50UTRs. Models of the structures of the IRESs of (A) Pasivirus A1 (PaV-1) isolate swine/
France/2011, (B) Ferret parechovirus (FPV) isolate ferret/MpPeV1/NL and (C) Manhattan parechovirus (MPeV). The initiation codons for the viral polyproteins are bold and
underlined, and the nomenclature of domains is as in Hellen and de Breyne (2007). Nucleotide differences between the six current PaV-1 strains are assigned to different
classes as indicated in the inset key, and as deﬁned in the legend for Fig. 2. Sequence motifs in domain III of PaV-1, FPV and MPeV IRESs that are conserved in other Type IV
IRESs (such as the conserved apical loops of domains IIId and IIIe and the unpaired purine residue in helix III1) are indicated by gray shading, as is an ‘E loop’ motif in domain
II of FPV and MPeV IRESs. (D) Schematic representations of the 50-UTRs and adjacent VP0 coding regions of MPeV, PaV-1 (isolate swine/France/2011), FPV (isolate ferret/
MpPeV1/NL) and Ljungan virus strain 174F are divided to show the Type IV IRES in MPeV, PaV-1 and FPV (orange), the Type II IRES in Ljungan virus (gray) and the VP0 coding
regions (blue). (E) Sequence alignment of the N-terminal regions of the VP0 proteins of PaV-1, FPV, MPeV and Ljungan virus. Identical amino acid residues are indicated by
shading and asterisks, and related amino acid residues are indicated by open boxes and colons.
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including nt 361–408 of the avian sapelovirus 1 50UTR (73%
identity), nt 441–497 of the quail picornavirus 1 (QPV-1) 50UTR
(73% identity) and nt 442–481 of the Kunsagivirus A (KV-A) 50UTR
(55% identity). These segments encompass domain IIIe and down-
stream elements of the pseudoknot. Modeling conﬁrmed the
presence of a Type IV IRES in the TRaV-1 50UTR (Fig. 4B) that
closely resembles the KV-A IRES (Fig. 4A), except for an additional
domain (IIId2) between domains IIId1 and IIIe and the presence of
a conventional rather than a truncated domain II. TRaV-1 domain
III (164 nt long) is nevertheless very compact and comparable in
size to domain III of KV-A (155 nt), BGPV-1 (162 nt), FHMPV (164
nt) and DHV (168 nt). As in the Limnipivirus IRESs (Fig. 2A–C), and
the DHV, PTV and KV-A IRESs (Hellen and de Breyne, 2007; Boros
et al., 2013), the apex of domain III is truncated and comprises two
short hairpins.
Related Type IV IRESs in members of the genus Megrivirus and the
proposed genus Colbovirus
Type IV IRESs have been identiﬁed for which models are
unavailable or incomplete (a) in pigeon picornavirus B (PiPV-B),
of the proposed genus Colbovirus (Kofstad and Jonassen, 2011),
(b) in Turkey hepatitis virus 1 (THV1) (Honkavuori et al., 2011;
Boros et al., 2014a), of the genus Megrivirus, and (c) in mesiviruses
1 and 2 (Phan et al., 2013a), which may be designated either as a
new species in the genus Megrivirus or as the prototype of a new
genus, Mesivirus. The shorter (620 nt-long) 50UTR of mesivirus 1 is
91% identical to that of mesivirus 2. The sequence differences
between them strongly support a model (Fig. 5A) in which domain
II (86 nt long) contains opposed GAA/AGUA ‘loop E’ motifs, the
‘PK–IIId–IIIe’ core has a canonical size and near-canonical struc-
ture, and domain IIId has an apical GGG motif. However, domains
IIIa and IIIc branch in a staggered manner from the helix III1–III2–
IIIb axis, domain IIIe is exceptional in that its apical loop (GAUC)
does not form a GA[U/C]A tetraloop, and domain IIIb (118 nt-long)
is very elongated in comparison to the equivalent domain in most
other Type IV IRESs. Nucleotides downstream of the pseudoknot
have the potential to form domain IV.
A previous study of the PiPV-B 50-UTR modeled only the ‘PK–
IIId–IIIe’ core and adjacent base of domain II (Kofstad and
Jonassen, 2011). A more complete analysis (Fig. 5B) indicates that
the base of domain II extends closer to the pseudoknot than
previously proposed and contains a ‘loop E’ motif. Domain III
closely resembles that of Mesivirus (Fig. 5A) with respect to the
pseudoknot and the size and apical loops in domains IIId and IIIe,
in the staggered branching of domains IIIa and IIIc, and the
elongated nature of domain IIIc (112 nt long). In contrast to
mesiviruses, PiPV-B domain IIIe is capped by a canonical GAUA
tetraloop.
The Type IV IRES in THV1 (Fig. 5C) also adopts a structure very
like that proposed here for Mesivirus 1 (Fig. 5A) and elsewhere for
the Type IV IRESs in chicken megrivirus (Boros et al., 2014a) and
duck megrivirus (Liao et al., 2014). Analysis of the 10 current
Megrivirus and Mesivirus sequences in which domains II and III
are complete or nearly complete indicates that nucleotide sub-
stitutions are almost all highly co-variant or structurally neutral,
indicating that IRESs in members of the genus Megrivirus maintain
a common structure.
Although absolutely conserved nucleotides are dispersed
throughout domains II and III in these sequences, they localize to
only a few regions. These include the characateristic motifs in
domain II (‘loop E’), domain III (GGG, GA[U/C]A tetraloop) and
elements of the pseudoknot. Other conserved nucleotides localize
(a) to the region surrounding the domain II E-loop, (b) to the base
of an internal loop in domain IIIb and the junctions of (b) helices
III1, IIIe and IIIf, (d) III1, IIId and III2 and (e) III2 and IIIa. Sequence
conservation at these positions suggests that IRES function
requires maintenance of the correct spatial orientation of domains.
RafivirusKunsagivirus
Stem 1
Stem 2
IIIf
IIIe
III1
III2
IIIa
IIIb
II
Stem 1
Stem 2
IIIf
IIIe
III1
III2
IIIa
IIIb
II
IIId
IIId1
IIId2
Fig. 4. Type IV IRESs in members of the proposed genera Kunsagivirus and Raﬁvirus. Models of the structures of the IRESs of (A) Kunsagivirus (as proposed in Boros et al.
(2013)) and (B) Tortoise raﬁvirus A1 strain tortoise/UF4/USA/2009. The initiation codons for the viral polyproteins are bold and underlined. The nomenclature of domains is
as in Hellen and de Breyne (2007). Nucleotides are numbered at 20 nt intervals and key sequence motifs in domains II and III that are conserved in other Type IV IRESs are
indicated by gray shading.
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The most strongly conserved sequence is at the apex of domain
IIIb: it occurs in all members of the genus Megrivirus, and in the
proposed genera Aalivirus, Aquamavirus, Avihepatovirus, Colbovirus
and Phacovirus (Kapoor et al., 2008; Kofstad and Jonassen, 2011;
Pan et al., 2012; Pankovics et al., 2012; Phan et al., 2013a; Boros
et al., 2014a, 2014b; Liao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). The level
of sequence identity of this apical ‘8’-like structure is remarkable,
ranging from perfect identity over 39 nt without interruption
between THV1 (HM751199) and aalivirus A1 (AalV-1) to identity
over a 20 nt core in almost all the rest of these viruses.
Type IV IRESs in members of Megrivirus and Colbovirus genera
therefore have a conserved core containing canonical determi-
nants of ribosome binding, but have staggered rather than
symmetrically branching domains IIIa and IIIc, and a greatly
elongated domain IIIb capped by a highly conserved ‘8-like’
structure that recurs in the Type IV IRESs of diverse avian
picornaviruses.
A Type IV IRES in a second member of the genus Kobuvirus
The nt 368–460 segment of the Turkey hepatitis virus 1 (THV1)
strain 2993D IRES (extending from the 50-border of domain IIId to
the initiation codon) also shared 77% identity with a nt 509–603
fragment of the Aichivirus B (ferret kobuvirus isolate MoKoV32;
FKV) genome. This region has previously been identiﬁed as part of
the FKV polyprotein coding region (Smits et al., 2013), even though
the encoded amino acid sequence would have no homology with
any other picornavirus protein, including the L proteins of other
members of the genus Kobuvirus. The structure of the FKV 50-UTR
has not been characterized, and we therefore derived a model of
different elements in it.
All kobuviruses have a conserved 50-terminal structure that
consists of a 50-terminal hairpin ‘A’, followed by a second hairpin
(‘B’) protruding from the large downstream loop of a pseudoknot
(e.g. Fig. 6C), and with the exception of porcine kobuvirus (PKV),
they all have a Type V IRES (Reuter et al., 2009; Sweeney et al.,
2012). Sequence alignments suggest that the 50-terminal region of
the FKV 50-UTR, which has high (87%) sequence identity with the
corresponding region of the Ovine kobuvirus (OKV) 50-UTR (Reuter
et al., 2010), is likely missing some nucleotides that in other
kobuvirus genomes complete hairpin ‘A’ (Sasaki et al., 2001;
Greninger et al., 2009; Sweeney et al., 2012) but it otherwise has
the capacity to form a typical kobuvirus-like 50-terminal structure
(Fig. 6D). In addition to their homology with a segment of the
THV1 IRES, downstream FKV sequences are also extremely closely
related to part of the Aichivirus C (porcine kobuvirus) 50UTR, which
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Fig. 5. Type IV IRESs in members of the proposed genera Colbovirus, Megrivirus and Mesivirus. Models of the structures of the IRESs of (A) Mesivirus 1 strain pigeon/HK-21/
2011/HKN (proposed genusMesivirus), (B) pigeon picornavirus A strain pigeon/Norway/03/603-7/2003 and (C) melegrivirus A (turkey hepatitis virus 1) strain turkey/2993D/
CA/USA/c.2009. The initiation codons for the viral polyproteins are bold and underlined. The nomenclature of domains is as in Hellen and de Breyne (2007). Nucleotides are
numbered at 20 nt intervals; nucleotide differences between (A) Mesivirus 1 and Mesivirus 2, (B) PiPV-B strains pgeon/Norway/03/641/200 and pigeon/Hungary/GAL-7/2010
are as indicated in the inset keys. Shading of nucleotides in panel (C) indicates nucleotides that are conserved in all 10 available sequences of members of the genera
Colbovirus, Megrivirus and Mesivirus.
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Fig. 6. Models of predicted secondary and tertiary structures of kobuvirus Type IV IRESs. The model of the Ferret kobuvirus (FKV) IRES (A) was derived as described in the
text and the model of the IRES of PKV-1 strain sw/S-1-HUN/2007 (B) is based on previous proposals (Reuter et al., 2009). Nucleotide differences between the 22 current PKV
strains are assigned to different classes as indicated in the inset key, and as deﬁned in the legend for Fig. 2. Domains are labeled II and III; individual helical segments are
labeled II1, II2, III1; hairpins are labeled IIIb, IIId, etc. For consistency with the current nomenclature, the additional hairpin element in the FKV and PKV IRESs was named
‘IIIb2’. Stem 1 and stem 2 are elements of the pseudoknot. AUG triplets marked with a solid black bar represent the translation initiation site for the viral polyprotein.
Sequence motifs in domain II and III of FKV and PKV-1 IRESs that are conserved in other Type IV IRES, as indicated by gray shading. (C) Secondary and tertiary 50-terminal
structures of ovine kobuvirus 1 (OKV-1) strain sheep/TB3/HUN/2009 and (D) Ferret kobuvirus, predicted using pKnotsRG. This OKV-1 model has been described elsewhere
(Sweeney et al., 2012). Domains A, B, and C are labeled, and nucleotides are numbered in both models. (E) Schematic representations of the 50 UTRs and adjacent L protein
coding region of caprine kobuvirus, porcine kobuvirus, ferret kobuvirus and ovine kobuvirus. 50-UTRs are divided into domains to show the Type IV IRES in FKV and PKV-1
(orange), the Type V IRESs in caprine kobuvirus and ovine kobuvirus and the conserved domain A/B/C/pseudoknot region (blue), which in Aichi virus constitutes the
50-terminal ori (Sasaki et al., 2001). The L protein region is shaded pink. The ori region, nucleotides forming the Type IV and Type V IRESs and the L protein coding region are
labeled; the nucleotides at the borders of conserved regions or deﬁned functional domains are indicated, as are nucleotide sequence identities (ori, IRES) or amino acid
sequence identities (L protein). The FKV 50-UTR is suspected to be incomplete.
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is exceptional amongst members of the genus containing a Type IV
IRES (Reuter et al., 2009).
The structure of the FKV IRES (Fig. 6A) corresponds almost
exactly to the proposed model for the PKV-1 IRES (Reuter et al.,
2009) (Fig. 6B). Both contain a conventional domain II, with the
only signiﬁcant difference being the presence in PKV-1 of a variant
(AAA/AGUA) of the ‘loop E’ motif. The pseudoknot, domain IIId and
domain IIIe of the two IRESs are closely related, and strikingly, the
apical region of domain III is also directly analogous in the two
IRESs. Both lack domain IIIc, domain IIIb has a conventional length,
sequence and structure, but there is an additional hairpin (‘IIIa2’)
between helix III2 and domain IIIb.
In contrast to the strong sequence and structural similarity
between FKV and PKV-1 IRESs, the putative ori sequence upstream
of the FKV IRES and the downstream L protein coding sequence
are more closely related to sequences in the OKV-1 genome than
in the PKV-1 genome, whereas the PKV ori and L sequences are
more closely related to those of Caprine kobuvirus (CapKV) than of
FKV (Fig. 6E). Whereas the similarities between FKV and PKV-1
IRESs suggest that they had a common origin, an interesting
possibility is that the contemporary FKV genome is a mosaic in
which a PKV-like Type IV IRES has displaced the Type V IRES of an
OKV-like genome. Moreover, the greater similarity of FKV to OKV-
1 and of PKV-1 to CapKV than to each other in the ﬂanking ori and
L-encoding regions suggests that the mosaic nature of FKV and
PKV-1 genomes may be due to multiple recombination events.
Type IV IRESs in members of the genus Sapelovirus
Sequence homology between the 50UTR of Ia io picornavirus 1
(IiPV-1) (Wu et al., 2012), provisionally classiﬁed as Sapelovirus G
in the genus Sapelovirus and the Type IV IRES of FHMPV (see
above), as well as with the 50-UTRs of Feline picornavirus (FePV)-1
(Lau et al., 2012) (provisionally classiﬁed as the type member of
the species Sapelovirus E), bat picornavirus (BPV)-1 and BPV-2
(Lau et al., 2011) (provisionally classiﬁed as the species Sapelovirus
D), and Feline sakobuvirus A (SakV-A1) suggested that the IiPV-1
50-UTR also contains a Type IV IRES. Modeling conﬁrmed that IiPV-
1 sequences upstream of the initiation codon form domain III of a
Type IV IRES (Fig. 7C) that has signiﬁcant structural similarities
with domain III of the FePV-1 IRES (Fig. 7A; Lau et al., 2012),
including the presence of the PK/IIId/IIIe core and the absence of
domain IIIc. The 50-terminal region of the IiPV-1 genome is likely
incomplete, so that domain II is undoubtedly larger than the 43 nt-
long hairpin shown in Fig. 7C.
Despite the extensive sequence similarity between the IiPV-1
50-UTR and those of BPV-1 and BPV-2 (72% identity over the
entire length of the current IiPV-1 sequence), the proposed models
of IiPV-1 (Fig. 7C) and BPV IRESs (Lau et al., 2011) differ markedly
with respect to the sequence and structure of the pseudoknot and
the apex of domain III. We therefore re-examined the 50-UTRs of
the currently known strains of BPV-1 and BPV-2, conﬁrmed that
each could form a Type IV IRES and derived a consensus structure
(Fig. 7B). It differs from the previous model (Lau et al., 2011), but
resembled the IiPV-1 IRES (Fig. 7C) very closely, and importantly,
was strongly supported by the pattern of sequence co-variation.
The IiPV-1 50-UTR sequence extends only 240 nt upstream of
the initiation codon, so only domain III will be discussed; like the
other sapelovirus IRESs considered here, but in contrast to Sape-
lovirus B (e.g. simian sapelovirus 3) (Hellen and de Breyne, 2007),
the IiPV IRES does not contain a stable domain IV. The sequence
from the 50-border of domain III to the initiation codon shares 68%
identity with the Csl SapV-1 50UTR, which forms a structure
(Fig. 7D) that is closely related to those of FePV-1 (Fig. 7A) (Lau
et al., 2012), IiPV-1 (Fig. 7C) and BPV-1/BPV-2 (Fig. 7B). In addition
to the high level of similarity between these four IRESs from the
genus Sapelovirus, IRES domain III and the sequence up to the
initiation codon from these four sapeloviruses share 60–73%
identity with the equivalent sequences from isolates of porcine
teschovirus 1 (PTV) e.g. strain Teschen-Bozen 654.
The Type IV IRESs of Sapelovirus A (e.g. porcine sapelovirus)
and Sapelovirus B (e.g. simian sapelovirus 3) contain insertions of
30 nt and 46 nt, respectively, at positions equivalent to the apical
loop of e.g. domain IIIb in the BPV-1 IRES. Excluding these
insertions, the structures of Sapelovirus A and Sapelovirus B IRESs
(Hellen and de Breyne, 2007) are directly comparable to these
Teschovirus and other Sapelovirus Type IV IRESs, sharing 54–66%
identity. The extension of the apical region of domain IIIb in
Sapelovirus A and Sapelovirus B relative to other sapelovirus Type
IV IRESs is reminiscent of the extended nature of domain IIIb in
Type IV IRES in the genera Colbovirus, Megrivirus and Phacovirus.
Discussion
We have identiﬁed and modeled previously unrecognized Type
IV IRESs in members of three proposed novel picornavirus genera
(Limnipivirus, Pasivirus, Raﬁvirus) and in four established picorna-
virus genera (Kobuvirus, Megrivirus, Sapelovirus, Parechovirus).
Other members of the ﬁrst three of these established genera have
previously been reported to contain Type IV IRESs. We also revised
existing partial or complete models of Type IV IRESs in BPV (genus
Sapelovirus) (Lau et al., 2011) and PiPV-B (genus Colbovirus)
(Kofstad and Jonassen, 2011). Type IV IRESs have previously been
identiﬁed in members of eight recognized and six proposed
picornavirus genera (see “Introduction”): with these additions,
they have now been identiﬁed in about half of all known
picornavirus genera.
Structural conservation and variation
Comparisons between picornavirus Type IV IRESs reveal a
remarkable degree of structural heterogeneity, particularly in
domain II and the apical region of domain III. The PK–IIId–IIIe
core contains some highly conserved elements, but also exhibited
signiﬁcant variability. The apical GGG motif in domain IIId is
invariant, consistent with its function in base-pairing with the
apical UCCC loop of ES7 of 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (Hashem
et al., 2013; Matsuda and Mauro, 2014), and its consequent
importance in all Type IV IRESs (Kolupaeva et al., 2000a; Kieft
et al., 2001; deBreyne et al., 2008; Easton et al., 2009; Willcocks
et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2012). This apical loop occurs in ES7 of 18S
rRNA in birds, ﬁsh, amphibians and reptiles as well as mammals,
and it would therefore be available in ribosomes from them all for
binding to Type IV IRESs.
The bulged purine in helix III1 covaries with the pyrimidine at
the third position in the GA[U/C]A tetraloop in domain IIIe (Easton
et al., 2009), and x-ray crystallography showed that the latter base
is ﬂipped out, enabling it to engage in an interhelical Watson–
Crick interaction that may stabilize the orientation of the two
stems in the pseudoknot (Berry et al., 2011). The same pattern of
sequence co-variation was apparent in the Type IV IRESs described
here and elsewhere: most contained a bulged adenine helix III1
and a uridine in the tetraloop (Fig. 1), but CPV-1, BGPV-1, seal
aquamavirus 1 (SeAV-A1) and QPV-1 instead all contain a bulged
guanine in helix III1 and cytosine in the tetraloop (Fig. 2B and C;
Kapoor et al., 2008; Pankovics et al., 2012). Although domain IIIe,
which consists of a 4 bp helix and an apical GA[U/C]A tetraloop, is
conserved in almost all Type IV IRESs, Mesiviruses 1 and 2 have a
GAUC loop (Fig. 5A) and Aalivirus has a 3 bp helix and 5 nt apical
loop (Wang et al., 2014). These variants might nevertheless be able
to base-pair with the bulged ‘A’ in helix III1. Positioning of the
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initiation codon region on the 40S subunit is impaired by sub-
stitutions that disrupt this interaction, usually leading to moderate
reductions in IRES function that are, however, strongly exacer-
bated by destabilizing mutations elsewhere in the IRES (Kolupaeva
et al., 2000a; Berry et al., 2011). The conservation of this interac-
tion in all Type IV IRESs suggests that its stabilizing inﬂuence is
important for their structure and function, and may have a
buffering role to minimize deleterious effects of mutations else-
where in the IRES.
The pseudoknot is a characteristic, essential component of Type
IV IRESs (Wang et al., 1994; Pestova et al., 1998; Kolupaeva et al.,
2000a, Kieft et al., 2001; Fletcher and Jackson, 2002; Chard et al.,
2006a, 2006b; Bakhshesh et al., 2008; Berry et al., 2010, 2011;
Willcocks et al., 2011). The integrity of pseudoknot stem 1 is
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Fig. 7. Type IV IRESs in members of the genus Sapelovirus. Models of the structures of the IRESs of (A) feline picornavirus strain 356F (as proposed by Lau et al. (2012)),
(B) bat picornavirus 1 (BPV-1) strain NC16A, (C) Ia io virus (IiPV-1) and (D) California sealion sapelovirus 1 (Csl SapV-1). The initiation codons for the viral polyproteins are
underlined and in bold. The nomenclature of domains is as in Hellen and de Breyne (2007). Nucleotides are numbered at 20 nt intervals, and sequence motifs in domains II
and III that are conserved in other Type IV IRESs are indicated by gray shading. Nucleotide differences between BPV-1 strains bat/Hong Kong/NC16A/2008 and bat/Hong
Kong/LMH22A/2008, and BPV-2 strains bat/Hong Kong/MH9F/2005 and bat/Hong Kong/SK17F/2005 are assigned to different classes as indicated in the inset key (B), and as
deﬁned in the legend for Fig. 2.
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critical for binding to the 40S subunit whereas disruption of stem
2 impairs IRES function by abrogating its ability to position the
AUG start codon in the ribosomal P site (Pestova et al., 1998;
Kolupaeva et al., 2000a; Kieft et al., 2001; Berry et al., 2010, 2011).
The sequence variability in stems 1 and 2 (which is predominantly
covariant), and differences in the length of this loop in the IRESs
identiﬁed here are consistent with mutational analyses which
showed that insertions in the loop are tolerated, that impairment
of IRES function caused by destabilization of the pseudoknot can
largely be restored by second-site substitutions that re-establish
base-pairing, and that the sequence of the pseudoknot per se is
not essential for function (Wang et al., 1994; Kieft et al., 2001;
Fletcher and Jackson, 2002; Bakhshesh et al., 2008; Berry et al.,
2010).
Several other variable regions in the IRESs described here
correspond to non-essential peripheral elements. Domains analo-
gous to domain IIId2 in the FPV, MpeV and TRaV-1 IRESs occur in
CSFV and SVV IRESs, where they tolerate signiﬁcant insertions
(Moser et al., 2001) or can be deleted without impairing IRES
activity (Friis et al., 2012; Willcocks et al., 2011). Only a subset of
the IRESs identiﬁed here (BGPV-1, CPV-1, FHMPV, PaV-A1, mesi-
virus 1 and PiPV-B) contains an equivalent of HCV hairpin domain
IV sequestering the initiation codon, and they are all less stable
than in HCV.
Domain II has differing sizes and sequences in different
hepacivirus and pestivirus Type IV IRESs, and its functional
importance varies (Fletcher and Jackson, 2002; Friis et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, these IRESs all contain a ‘loop E’ motif, and an
asymmetric internal loop near the base (Fig. 1) that is thought to
mediate a switch in domain II from a bent to an extended
conformation (Boerneke et al., 2014). Cryo-electron microscopy
has shown that this switch is accompanied by release of the apical
region of HCV domain II from its binding site on the head of the
40S subunit and tentatively, by its interaction with initiator tRNA,
thereby adjusting its position to facilitate the transition from
initiation to elongation (Yamamoto et al., 2014). A similar asym-
metric loop occurs in domain II of almost all picornavirus Type IV
IRESs, including those identiﬁed here, suggesting that they may
undergo a similar induced conformational switch during initiation.
The greatest level of diversity occurs at the apex of domain III.
The principal function of this region is to bind to eIF3 (Pestova
et al., 1998, Sizova et al., 1998; Hashem et al., 2013; Sun et al.,
2013), primarily via interactions with domain IIIb and helix III4,
and its frequent expansion beyond the length that is bound by eIF3
suggests that insertions at this locus do not signiﬁcantly impair
IRES function. Some elements in this region are dispensable, such
as CSFV domain IIIa (Fletcher and Jackson, 2002). The highly
variable nature of this region suggests that it is evolving rapidly:
indeed, subdomain IIIb is one of the most variable regions in the
HCV IRES (Smith et al., 1995) and comparisons between HCV and
other hepaciviruses indicate that its apex is a site of nucleotide
insertion (e.g. Burbelo et al., 2012). As discussed below, the
presence of a highly conserved element at the apex of domain
IIIb in several IRESs may be the result of recombinational insertion
of a novel functional element, and the variable nature of domain
IIIb may render it permissive for insertion.
Evolution of Type IV IRESs: the role of recombination
Consideration of the sequence and structural diversity of Type
IV IRESs suggests different mechanisms that have likely contrib-
uted to their evolution. The ability of IRESs to function in hetero-
logous genomes was ﬁrst demonstrated for the Type IV HCV IRES
(Lu and Wimmer, 1996), indicating that they are independent
heritable genetic elements that could undergo lateral gene transfer
between viral genomes. We previously suggested that the
presence of related IRESs in the genomes of unrelated viruses (e.
g. Type IV IRESs in members of Flaviviridae and Picornaviridae), and
of unrelated IRESs in the genomes of otherwise related viruses
(e.g. the Type IV IRES in Aichivirus C (porcine kobuvirus 1) in the
genus Kobuvirus) (Reuter et al., 2009) and the Type V IRESs in
Aichivirus A (Aichi virus 1, canine kobuvirus 1 and murine
kobuvirus 1) and Aichivirus B (bovine kobuvirus 1 and sheep
kobuvirus 1) (Sweeney et al., 2012) are suggestive of this phenom-
enon. This hypothesis is supported by the identiﬁcation here of a
Type IV IRES in another member of the genus Kobuvirus (Aichivirus
B; ferret kobuvirus) (Fig. 6A) and of unrelated IRESs in different
members of a single genus (Parechovirus), namely Type IV IRESs in
FPV and MPeV (Fig. 3B and C) but Type II IRESs in e.g. Ljungan
virus and human parechovirus (Johansson et al., 2002; Nateri et al.,
2000). A complementary observation concerns the genus Parecho-
virus: whereas the Type IV FPV IRES identiﬁed here drives
translation of a typical parechovirus polyprotein, ovine and bovine
hungaroviruses have parechovirus-like Type II IRESs but encode a
Teschovirus-like polyprotein (Reuter et al., 2012).
In addition to the exchange of IRESs between viral genomes,
recombination could lead to the exchange or even the de novo
acquisition of functional domains or subdomains. An event of this
type has recently been described in which a 55 nt-long translation
enhancer element was acquired by Melon necrotic spot virus
(family Tombusviridae) from Cucurbit aphid-borne yellow virus
(family Luteoviridae) (Miras et al., 2014). A similar process likely
accounts for the presence of the 43 nt-long stem-loop-2-like motif
(s2m) in the 30-UTRs of members of Astroviridae, Caliciviridae,
Coronaviridae and Picornaviridae (Tengs et al., 2013). The HCV IRES
retains its activity despite substitution of domain II by analogous
elements from other Type IV IRESs (Reusken et al., 2003; Boerneke
et al., 2014). Analysis of Type IV IRESs (e.g. Boros et al., 2014b)
suggests that a subset of them may also have acquired a sub-
domain by recombination. The ‘8-like’ motifs that occur at the
apex of the greatly elongated (110 nt-long) domain IIIb in
Phacoviruses, Megriviruses and Mesiviruses exhibit a high level
of sequence identity (Honkavuori et al., 2011; Pankovics et al.,
2012; Phan et al., 2013a; Boros et al., 2014a, 2014b). Signiﬁcantly,
exactly the same element occurs outside the core IRES in duck
hepatitis virus (e.g. Pan et al., 2012), SeAV-A1 (Kapoor et al., 2008)
and Aalivirus (Wang et al., 2014); as noted elsewhere (Kapoor
et al., 2008; Boros et al., 2014a, 2014b), it is at the apex of a long
hairpin over 50 nt upstream of domain II (Fig. 8). The presence of
such closely related elements at different locations in diverse
picornavirus 50UTRs is suggestive of their (recent) acquisition by
recombination from a common or closely related source. This
element augments IRES activity (e.g. Pan et al., 2012) but its
precise function has not been elucidated. The acquisition of this
conserved element in Type IV IRESs may thus be indicative of an
evolutionary process in which peripheral domains are added
incrementally to a pre-existing core without perturbing its struc-
ture or function.
The exchange of IRESs or domains of IRESs between picorna-
viruses by replication-dependent recombination depends on their
ability to co-infect a common host, but whether they can do so has
not yet been established for many of the viruses described here,
because they have been identiﬁed so recently that their host
ranges have not yet been determined. The acquisition by IRESs
of shorter RNA segments, potentially including the ‘8-like’ motif
described above, may not necessarily depend on co-infection of a
common host by two distinct viruses, but could instead involve
non-homologous replication-dependent recombination with cel-
lular RNA. Transduction of cellular RNA sequences into picorna-
virus and ﬂavivirus genomes is an established phenomenon
(Charini et al., 1994; Becher and Tautz, 2011). As noted below, a
further possibility is that IRESs might have acquired novel
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subdomains by non-replicative recombination with either cellular
or viral RNA.
Other IRES subdomains are strikingly variable in terms of size
and sequence. In the proposed genera Kunsagivirus, Limnipivirus
and Raﬁvirus, the apical region of domain III is a 50 nt-long
Y-shaped domain (Figs. 2 and 4), whereas in Megrivirus and
proposed Colbovirus genera, it is 220 nt long and contains three
asymmetrically branching hairpins (Fig. 5). Although an increase
in IRES size might be attributable to replicative ‘stuttering’ or non-
templated incorporation of nucleotides, picornavirus polymerases
are not known to be prone to such errors. However, recent studies
have identiﬁed mechanisms, including non-homologous, non-
replicative recombination (Gmyl et al., 2003; Holmblat et al.,
2014) and an imprecise replicative recombinational process
(Lowry et al., 2014) that could result in partial duplication of
picornavirus genome fragments. Duplicated sequences present in
a region of the genome that is not under strong selective pressure
could diversify rapidly by nucleotide substitution or by partial
deletion (Lowry et al., 2014) and might be particularly permissive
for insertion of ‘captured’ domains, such as the ‘8-like’ motif
discussed above.
Evolution of Type IV IRESs: the role of nucleotide substitutions
The second principal mechanism that contributes to the evolu-
tion of viral IRESs is nucleotide substitution during replication,
coupled with selection for retention of functionally important
elements. Together, these two processes account for maintenance
of IRES structure by sequence covariation coupled with conserva-
tion of functionally important nucleotides. As in Type 1 and Type
2 IRESs (Jackson and Kaminski, 1995), nucleotide conservation in
Megrivirus and Mesivirus Type IV IRESs (Fig. 5A and C) is greatest
at sites that interact with components of the translation apparatus
(in the case of Type IV IRES, with the 40S subunit) and at the
junction of helical elements, likely to maintain the fold of the IRES
so that it is competent to present key motifs in orientations and
conformations that allow such interactions to be established.
By analogy with rapidly evolving rRNA elements, substitutions
at the apex of a helix could promote its invagination, resulting in
its division into two smaller helices (Caisová and Melkonian,
2014). This process could account for domain K in Type II IRESs
of Ljungan virus (Johansson et al., 2002) and Rosavirus (Phan et al.,
2013b) having a Y-shape with a bifurcated apex, rather than the
single bent hairpin structure of domain K in the canonical EMCV
Type II IRES. An analogous process may account for the appearance
of additional branching helical elements in the apical region of
domain III in some Type IV IRESs.
Methods
Sequences
Sequences were analyzed from the following picornaviruses (name
followed by Genbank accession number): aalivirus A1 (KJ000696);
avian encephalomyelitis virus (AJ225173.1); avian sapelovirus 1 (for-
merly duck picornavirus TW90A) (AY563023); bat picornavirus 1 strains
NC16A and LMH22A (HQ595340 and HQ595341); bat picornavirus
2 strains MH9F and SK17F (HQ595342 and HQ595343); bat picorna-
virus 3 strains TLC5F and TLC21F (HQ595344 and HQ595345); Bluegill
picornavirus (JX134222); California sea lion sapelovirus 1 (JN420368);
Caprine kobuvirus strain black goat/12Q108/KOR/2012 (KF793927);
Carp picornavirus 1 (KF306267); chicken megrivirus (ChMV) strains
chicken/B21-CHV/2012/HUN (KF961186), chicken/CHK-IV-CHV/2013/
HUN (KF961187) and chicken/27C/Hong Kong (KF979336); duck hepa-
titis A virus 1 (DHAV-1) (e.g. KF924552); duck megrivirus (DuMV)
strain du/LY/China (KC663628); Fathead minnow picornavirus strains
fhm/20/IL/USA/2010, fhm/1/MN/USA/2010, fhm/2/MN/USA/2010 and
Aalivirus 
Quail picornavirus  297 GCAACUUUAAACUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGGUCACUGA 336
Seal picornavirus type 1 228 CGAGCUUCAAAGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCGUCGUUG 267
Duck megrivirus strain LY 317 CCCAACUGAAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCUAGGUU 356
Pigeon mesivirus 1 401 AACCAGAGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACUCUG 440
Pigeon mesivirus 2  508 AACCAGAGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACUCUG 547
Aalivirus 244 AUCUCUUGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACUUGA 283
Duck hepatitis A virus 3 C-GY 290 AUAUCUUGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACAUGG 329
Chicken megrivirus B21-CHV 443 CUUGUCUGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACAGGC 482
Turkey megrivirus B407-THV 445 UAUGCUUGGAGGUGGUGCUGAAAUAUUGCAAGCCACAAGC 484 
       *  ********************
Seal picornavirus
II
II
II
II
III
III
III
III240-302-
256-
-259-321
-275
Pigeon mesivirus 1 Duck hepatitis A virus 
-432413-
Fig. 8. The variable location of the conserved apical ‘8-like’ motif in divers Type IV picornavirus IRESs. Schematic representations of Type IV IRESs in (A) pigeon mesivirus 1,
(B) Aalivirus, (C) duck hepatitis A virus and (D) Seal picornavirus, based on proposals presented here and elsewhere (Kapoor et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2012; Boros et al., 2014a,
2014b), showing the differing locations of the conserved ‘8-like’ motif. (E) Nucleotide sequenced alignment of the ‘8-like’ motif in these picornaviruses and quail
picornavirus, pigeon mesivirus 2 and Duck, Turkey and Chicken megriviruses.
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fhm/09-283/MT/USA/2009 (KF874490, KF183915, KF183916, and
KC465953); Feline picornavirus (FePV-1) strains 073F, 127F and
356F, 661F and 1021F (JN572115, JN572116, JN572117, JN572118
and JN572119); Feline sakobuvirus A (KF387721); Ferret kobuvirus
strains ferret/MpKoV38/NL/2010, ferret/MpKoV39/NL/2010 and
ferret/MpKpV32/NL/2010 (KF006985, KF006986 and KF006987);
Ferret parechovirus (FPV) (KF006989); Ia io picornavirus 1
(JQ814852); Kunsagivirus A (KV-A1) strain roller/SZAL6-KuV/
2011/HUN (KC935379); Ljungan virus strain 87-012G (EF202833)
and strain 174F (AF327921); Manhattan parechovirus isolate MPeV/
NYC-A11 (KJ950935); Melegrivirus A (turkey hepatitis virus 1 (THV1))
strains turkey/2993D/CA/USA/c.2009 (HM751199), turkey/0091.1/CA/
USA/c.2009 (HQ189775), turkey/B407-THV/2011/HUN (KF961188)
and chicken/5C/Hong kong (KF979335); mesivirus 1 (MeV-1)
strain pigeon/HK-21/2011/HKN (KC876003) and mesivirus 2
(MeV-2) (pigeon/GALII-5/2011/HUN) (KC811837); Ovine kobuvirus
1 (OKV-1) (Aichivirus B) (GU245693); pasivirus 1 (PaV-A1) strains
swine/France/2011 (JQ316470), swine/China/2010 (JX491648), Zsana1/
2013/HUN (KM259923), Rom1 (KJ780020), Rom2 (KJ780021) and
Rom3 (KJ780022); Pigeon picornavirus B (PiPV-B) (FR727144 and
KC560801); Porcine kobuvirus strain swine/S-1-HUN/2007/Hungary
(NC_011829) and other isolates (AB624493, GQ249161, GU292559,
JN630514, JQ692069, JX177612, JX401523, JX827598, KC204684,
KC424638, KC424639, KC424640, KF539763, KF695124, KF814661,
KF814662, KF814663, KF814664, KF814665, KF814666, KJ452348);
Porcine sapelovirus 1 (formerly, Porcine enterovirus 8) strain
V13 (AF406813); Porcine teschovirus 1 strain Teschen-Bozen 654
(AF231767); quail picornavirus 1 (QPV-1) strain quail/HUN/2010
(JN674502); seal aquamavirus (EU142040); Simian sapelovirus 3
(formerly, simian picornavirus type 9) (AY064717) and Tortoise
raﬁvirus A1 (TRaV-1) strain tortoise/UF4/USA/2009 (KJ415177).
Sequence alignment
Viruses containing Type IV IRES-like sequences in their 50 UTRs
were identiﬁed using BLAST searches (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/BLAST/) of the GenBank database. Searches done with long
sequences (4100 nt) used the following parameters: E, 10; word
size, 11; reward match/mismatch, 1/1; gap extension, 0; and gap
penalty, 2.
IRES sequences were aligned using EMBOSS Matcher (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_matcher/nucleotide.html) and pro-
tein sequences were aligned using EMBOSS Needle (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/) and CLUSTAL W (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/), using default parameters.
Modeling of secondary and tertiary RNA structures
Secondary structure elements were modeled using comple-
mentary posterior decoding (CentroidFold; http://www.ncrna.org/
centroidfold) (Sato et al., 2009) and free energy minimization
(Mfold http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q_mfold) (Zuker, 2003) and
tertiary structures were modeled using pKnotsRG (http://bibiserv.
techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/pknotsrg/submission.html) (Reeder et al.,
2007) and its successor, pKiss (http://bibiserv2.cebitec.uni-biele
feld.de/pkiss) (Janssen and Giegerich, 2015), in all instances using
default parameters. Models were visualized using Pseudoviewer3
(http://pseudoviewer.inha.ac.kr/) (Byun and Han, 2009). The qual-
ity of structural models was assessed by determining their
compatibility with sequence variation between virus strains and
isolates. The potential of non-Watson–Crick base-pairs to form the
‘loop E’ motif in domain II was evaluated using isostericity
matrices (Leontis et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 2006).
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